How to ace an Exam or Test
Hi-Tech vs Old School Methods
BASED ON OUR OBSERVATIONS WE HAVE PREPARED FOR YOU A
COMPILATION OF THE BEST METHODS FOR PASSING ANY EXAM EASILY
WITHOUT STUDYING.

Hi-Tech Methods
Wireless Earpiece and Spy Button Camera or Pen Camera Method
The novelty on the market of exam devices is
combination of wireless spy earpiece and HD Spy
camera. We have wide selection of tiny earpieces and
various spy cameras . The Spy Camera and Earpiece
Combo can't be seen by others. Both devices could be
used in combination or separately. For example, spy
earpiece kit is compatible with all cell phones and even
MP3 players and our tiny spy cameras transmit live video
and photos to any place in the World!! Our Combos
work great for secret audio and video communication. To
learn more about this cheating option, please follow this
link.



Difficulty level: 1 out of 10
What you need: spy earpiece, hd spy button camera or Smartwatch or Pen Camera and
any Smartphone.


Please watch VIDEO.

Spy earpiece kit with MP3 player Solo Method
With two mini ear receivers you can hear
your recorded text, which converted to audio
speech on MP3 player or any other
audio device like Smart Phone, Cell phone
and etc.. Nobody will ever notice that you
have an ear piece even by looking directly at
your ear from a close distance. Thanks for
professional technology nobody can't ever
hear any sound produced by the ear piece
from the outside. This device is very easy and

safe for use. To learn more about this method and how we can help in audio
note preparation please visit this page.



Difficulty level: 1 out of 10
What you need: spy earpiece

Headphones in a Sleeve Method

Using your cell phone
with a normal headphones is very popular cheating method. To hide the headphone, slide it
through the sleeve, while the cell phone is inside the pocket. Be sure to adjust the sound in
advance not to be caught by your teacher.




Difficulty level: 7 out of 10
What you need: cell phone or MP3 player, headphones

Magic Calculator Method

The magic calculator is like any other simple calculator but it has powerful hidden features.
You press only one button and it transforms from the calculator to a book reader, allowing
you to check your secret notes. Calculator has fast text scrolling speed so you can write down
your notes in a second. The Magic Calculator also allows you to set text brightness. You can
choose between 4 different text brightness modes. Magic calculator has emergency button. If
you press this button it will eject you from the text and will bring back to Calculator
mode. Also it will lock all other buttons, and to unlock the calculator you need to know
special combination of buttons so it impossible to unlock it for any other person. Please
watch VIDEO.
Difficulty level: 1 out of 10


What you need: magic calculator

SMS Method
If you have a friend ready to help you and your Smartphone is nearby,
send a text message with your exam questions or take a photo of your
test bank. Your friend is sitting in front of a computer or having the
necessary books and info will find and send you correct answers. As
a variation of this method, you and your friend may send images for
faster communication.



Difficulty level: 8 out of 10
What you need: Cellphone or Smartphone, MMS or 3G/4G network access

Google Search Method

Looks like mission impossible but students find a way to search for an answer in Google. For
that simply choose a seat that is out of teacher direct visibility. Good idea is to bookmark in
advance the necessary resources.



Difficulty level: 9 out of 10
What you need: Smartphone, 3G/4G access

Old School Methods

Hidden Paper Notes

The best among cheating methods is using tiny paper
notes. So how to cheat on a test using this method?
Simpler than you might think! You may write or print
the exam replies or formulas on a tiny piece of paper
and then simply hide it wherever you like - in a sleeve,
under exam paper. When the teacher is walking by, be
sure to hide the note.



Difficulty level: 5 out of 10
What you need: paper, pen or printer, a lot of
time for preparation

Notes on Your Arms/Legs

How to cheat on a test without supplemental stuff?
One of the best methods is writing hints on your arm,
hand or legs. Make sure that the parts of the body
covered with notes are well hidden under clothes when
your teacher is near you. And when necessary just slide
back the sleeve to read your notes.



Difficulty level: 5 out of 10
What you need: pen, time for preparation

UV-Pen

Difficulty level: 1 out of 10
What you need: UV-pen, time for preparation

Bottle Label Trick

If you are permitted to take a water bottle to the exam,
use its label for writing or printing all the necessary
information on its back side. To prevent the teacher
from seeing your notes you may take Cola that is not
transparent and hides the notes, then taking some sips,
the notes on the label will reveal. Or simply keep the
bottle on the floor and take it to “drink” only when you
need a hint.



Difficulty level: 8 out of 10
What you need: water bottle, pen or printer,

time for preparation

Draft Method

How to cheat in exams if you know exam questions in
advance? Make drafts for each question on a separate
sheet. Then put them in correct order into your
book/dictionary or under jacket. Having received your
exam question from the teacher, simply pull out the
draft you need and put it under the exam paper. If there
are no special exam papers and you can use yours,
simply switch the papers.



Difficulty level: 9 out of 10
What you need: paper, pen, time for

preparation
Whatever is the reason of your being unprepared to exam or test, what you need is a surefire
strategy on successful exam passing. How to pass exams easily? Get ready in advance, don’t
panic, behave confident and relaxed — and YOU WILL PASS!!

Please check our exam guides and hints

www.exampassed.net
www.topspygadgets.com

